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YrWall in action on BBC’s Blue Peter.
YrWall in action on BBC Blue Peter, November 2009



New from multimedia and visual innovators Lumacoustics, 
YrWall  provides a fun, creative and fully customisable 
event solution - it really is your wall.

YrWall is an interactive and inventive drawing tool for creating digital 
graffiti on a large screen using a modified spray paint can. 

How it works
Instead of paint, when the cap is pressed the can ‘sprays’ infra red 
light, which is tracked by a computer as it moves across the screen. 
The digital paint appears wherever the can is sprayed, just like spraying 
paint on a real wall. 

As well as its wide palette of paint colours, new features such as 
animated stars, swirls, drip effect paint and a variety of stencils  are 
now available, and  we can even custom make further spray patterns 
and stencils to reflect your event or client.  

Using your designs
Artistic creations can then be used in a number of ways to create 
unique and personal mementos of the digital graffiti experience 
including live printing onto t-shirts, stickers and posters. Users of 
the wall can send a copy of their creation via email or Bluetooth 
direct to the a mobile phone, Twitter or Facebook page. 

YrWall at your event
YrWall can be fully customised for your event. This could include 
adding company logos, specific templates for user’s designs 
(eg spraying within the outline of a car, clothing or furniture) or 
incorporating the wall into an exhibition stand with the use of 
bespoke screen shapes and sizes. 

Compact in design and super quick to set up and pack down by our 
fully trained staff, YrWall  is a highly effective and engaging addition 
to your event.

The system is available for short-term rental and permanent 
bespoke installations. We supply two staff with each rental booking 
who will deliver and set-up the graffiti wall, as well as manage it and 
help guests use the digital wall’s features during your event.

If required, we are also able to arrange for a professional graffiti 
artist to come along and demonstrate the wall to full effect during 
your event and offer tips to budding YrWall artists.

‘amazing, and must be one of the hottest event 
products in the industry at the moment’

Event Magazine



Customisation Options

From a custom colour palette to a fully branded digital spray 
can, the customisation options are unlimited. We work to 
understand what clients are aiming to achieve from a campaign 
and innovate accordingly.

Interface customisation
Full customisation of the wall interface graphics and background is 
available such as the addition of a client logo to the corner of the 
screen or the use of specific brand colours. 

Stencils
The easiest way to create artwork and patterns on the wall. Choose 
from the variety of stencils from YrWall or add your own - for example 
we can create custom stencils of a client’s logo, tag line or event  
tie-in such as a trainers, car or mobile phone.

Basic and complex outlines to fill in
Easy and really successful! Give users an outline to fill in. This could 
be anything from a pair of sunglasses to a beer bottle. Reinforces 
brand association and leads to tie-ins with other aspects of a 
campaign. 

Clients may benefit from a multi-form, more complex outline, for 
example a car with the ability to design multiple body panels.

Graffiti games 
Anything that can be used on a website using Flash software 
may be added to YrWall. We can design and build a range of 
fun applications in house and can work with client designers to 
integrate custom content.

Printing Options
T-shirts
Users can have their designs printed onto high quality t-shirts in 
under three minutes. Images can be adapted and branding added. 
Users may be given the option of selecting their image from a kiosk 
PC and even manipulating the image before printing. 

The process uses high quality inks and a high heat press to ensure 
durability. Any size and type of t-shirt can be used.

Stickers
Stickers can be printed as soon as a design has been completed 
on the wall and are very popular with the 11-24 year old age group. 
Sheets of multiple stickers in range of sizes are available, with 



branding added as required. We can also supply single credit/
business card sized single stickers.

Photos
Provides users with a take-away high-quality image of their design 
from the wall. The print can be branded and inserted into wallet or 
photo frame if required.

Canvases 
It is also possible to print designs on larger scales directly onto 
canvas, more options and details on request.

Digital distribution
Website upload
Images can be uploaded all at once at the end of a single event or 
series of events. The integrated YrWall software enables live upload 
to sites as Twitter and Facebook, or to a FTP account.

USB keys
The image created on YrWall can added to a USB key in the form 
of a standard jpeg file or similar. Other files can be pre-loaded onto 
a provided USB key, for example brand information and campaign 
support material.

Bluetooth
Images can be distributed via Bluetooth. An image may be sent to 
all Bluetooth enabled phones with option to accept, users then can 
select to save the image onto their mobile or PDA device.

Email
The YrWall inbuilt software enables users to email their artwork, 
in a standard format such as jpeg, to any email address using the  
on-screen qwerty keyboard input.

Graffiti writers
We can supply graffiti artist with a strong reputation to create live 
artworks on the digital graffiti wall. If requested the artist can also 
provide advice and tips to people using the wall.

Two YrWalls may be provided for an event for graffiti ‘battles’ in 
front of an audience where users can pitch their skills against each 
other or more established graffiti writers. 



YrWall in action
YouTube @ the Cannes 
Lions International 
Advertising Festival

Lumacoustics worked closely with YouTube  
Play on their stand at the Cannes Lions 
International Advertising Festival to highlight 
YouTube’s creative and innovative approach 
to brand communication. 

YrWall was used to promote YouTube 
Play, an open and engaging project in 
collaboration with the Guggenheim Museum 
which aims to discover and showcase the 
most exceptional talent working in the ever-
expanding realm of online video.

The highly customisable YrWall interface 
was used to create a YouTube Play branded 

template and delegates were asked to 
design a logo on the wall that represented 
what YouTube Play meant to them, 
encouraging interaction and research into 
YouTube’s project. 

Designs from the wall were then immediately 
transferred onto t-shirts to create instant 
and unique mementos of the event – each 
one also featuring YouTube Play’s branding. 
Delegates were spotted wearing their 
t-shirts throughout the week-long event.

Lumacoustics was also on hand to take 
digital photos of delegates with their t-shirts 

and then process them 
as Polaroid photographs, 
displaying them on a large 
YouTube “Wall of Fame”. 



YrWall Specifications
The YrWall unit is entirely self contained and quickly installed by a 
YrWall engineer. The wall runs using a standard 240v 13amp UK 
type plug socket.

A complete system consists of four 
components:

• outer shell, which includes the    
 120” screen
• YrWall BlackBoxTM 
• YrWall digital graffiti software
• digital spray cans

Additional components may be added 
as backup for any hardware failure. 
For example an additional YrWall 
BlackBox or extra spray cans.

Please contact us for more technical 
information.
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